
Projection and Power: The Trials of Public Diplomacy 

 

Public diplomacy is now a priority focus of diplomatic work in much of the global 

community, becoming part of the fabric of world politics. In view of the ongoing 

attempts to define the role of public diplomacy in contemporary foreign policy, this 

edited collection seeks to analyse the tensions which are central to this debate. The 

collection will go beyond the narrow focus of mechanics and implementation to 

engage with the broader questions about the relationship between Public Diplomacy 

and foreign policy, domestic policy, media, technology, and ‘values’. This collection 

seeks to identify international perspectives on the tensions and even contradictions 

which Public Diplomacy has to negotiate. It will engage in the analysis of these 

tensions in the community, national and international contexts while engaging with 

political, economic, and military factors. It does so through raising questions about 

the relationship between the ‘western’ and the ‘universal’ in the global projection of 

public diplomacy. 

 

The interrelation of public diplomacy with policy-making appears to be a relationship 

characterised more by points of tension than of convergence. The role of public 

diplomacy in political discourse is complex and the obstacles that these tensions 

create make the design and implementation of effective strategy difficult to achieve. 
 

Credibility is the essence of being heard and being effective. The need for credibility 

in the achievement of policy goals is a key tension for public diplomacy. International 

reputation and credibility are crafted over time, so changes in perceptions, whether 

negative or positive, do not occur instantly. Influencing these perceptions needs to be 

the result of strategy made for the long term, not as a result of the ever changing 

messages of short term political goals. Understanding and navigating this tension is 

fundamental to the effective execution of public diplomacy strategy. For example, 

claims on the commitment to “universal values” of democracy, freedom and human 

rights can only be believably presented if the practice of policy reflects them. An 

analysis of the way policy narratives are constructed and the tensions which exist 

between policy narrative and action can demonstrate how these tensions can hinder 

the realisation of both long and short term goals.    

 

Recognising the tensions between short term policy and long term strategy, the 

collection also considers the tension between using governmental departments and 

independent organisation to achieve public diplomacy goals. In effect, this poses the 

question; are State officials still the most appropriate people to be undertaking public 

diplomatic initiatives? The international diplomatic climate is opening up new means 

and modes of communication between audiences that has introduced new diplomatic 

actors onto the scene. Diminishing public trust in government, combined with 

challenges to the singularity of society, means that leadership references to the 

national “we” has become a hollow term. People are beginning to search for their own 

truths in the spaces of new media. The utility of the media is not in its supply of 

information but its provision of a space for discussion. What are the tensions 

associated with conducting public diplomacy within this changing environment?  

 

Much of the current research focuses on the UK / US examples, however, the tensions 

which other countries face and they way they attempt to manage them provide an 

important perspective on the conduct of public diplomacy. Without the global 



influence of the United States, public diplomacy strategies of “middle powers” have 

to show high levels of flexibility and adaptability to surrounding political realities to 

work effectively. For these nations, a principal internal tension of their model of PD is 

its position vis-à-vis the predominance of the American model. In effect, conscious 

decisions have to be made about being for or against the United States strategy and 

execution of policy. In addition the planning of particular initiatives has to take 

account of what initiatives the US is pursuing, so that any proximity (seen positively 

or negatively) can be managed.   

 

Increasing pressures on demonstrating impact and value for money have caused many 

countries to commit to reprioritisations of staff and to emphasise a more cost effective 

methodology. To do so many countries, particularly those who previously had vast 

structural or financial advantages, have sought new techniques or means of 

engagement. Many international actors who have traditionally received less academic 

attention have been managing this tension for many years, for example, through the 

use of partnerships with non-official actors to help stretch limited resources. Such 

arrangements have strong implications for future public diplomacy strategies in two 

key ways. Firstly, partnerships can be mutually beneficial for exposure purposes, with 

both sides using the brand recognition of the other to build new links. Secondly, it 

provides the basis for a more dialogue-based approach to public diplomacy, in which 

shared values are sought as a priority. However, while innovation in public diplomacy 

stems from managing certain tensions, they also create new tensions, not least 

between the goals of the various partner organisations.  

 

Analysing the tensions in public diplomacy provides a means through which to 

consider the future evolution of the discipline in a way merely discussing the 

contemporary methodology cannot.   

 

 


